highest expression, in accordance with the minute concentrations of SAM required to elicit half-maximal S-box-mediated transcription-termination. By contrast, the yusC S-box controls methionine transport, and allows higher expression of its associated genes in the presence of methionine; appropriately, the yusC dynamic range is relatively narrow, consistent with the observation that import is a more frugal way to obtain methionine than de novo synthesis [16] .
So, how do riboswitches with a common ligand-binding core become tuned to the regulatory requirements of individual transcription units? In this issue, Batey and co-workers address this challenge by investigating the B. subtilis metE S-box riboswitch [17] . Their experimental design considers that RNA folding is dictated by kinetics rather than thermodynamics. To illustrate, high SAM concentrations promote integration of metE antiterminator sequences into the newly transcribed aptamer, predisposing downstream sequences to fold into a terminator stem preceding a patch of uridines that pause the polymerase, leading to DNA template release [18, 19] . In low SAM, an alternative mRNA conformation arises early at the expense of aptamer folding. The resulting anti-terminator suppresses formation of the downstream terminator, resulting in a full-length transcript for protein translation [1] .
To capture co-transcriptional folding of metE at various SAM concentrations, the authors added heparin to the preformed transcription-elongation complex, thereby trapping the polymerase upon dissociation from the template after the initial round of transcription [20] . The key experimental parameters obtained were: (i) T 50 , the SAM concentration required to elicit half-maximal termination; and (ii) dynamic range, the difference in response level derived from transcriptional "on" and "off" states based on a reporter transcript. The approach was complemented with K D , app measurements from calorimetry, and structureguided interpretation. Although similar single-turnover transcription analysis has been used [21, 22] , the large number of S-box riboswitches and functional diversity of their associated transcriptional units enabled the authors to conduct a broader analysis, elevating the impact of their findings.
Borrowing a page from the "ribozyme folding" playbook, Batey and co-workers sought evidence for tertiary networks, with the hypothesis that such interactions tune individual Sbox regulation. Prior work using Mg(II)-induced folding established that complex RNA transcripts can exhibit stable, prolonged intermediates devoid of activity, as illustrated by the relatively slow timescale of in vitro splicing by the group I intron [23, 24] . To quell nonnative structures, this ribozyme uses coupled, cooperative long-range interactions early in folding that help navigate the jagged folding-energy landscape on the path to a native conformation [25] . A telltale indication of such networks is that only the most harmful changes to tertiary structures compromise folding, and hence activity [17, 25, 26] .
Using structure-guided analysis and prior knowledge, the authors examined four tertiarystructure modules. First, they hypothesized that the internal loop (IL)3a-to-IL3b interaction tunes riboswitch function. A prior structure of the yitJ riboswitch reveals A74 of IL3b stacked on A47 of IL3a, which flanks the base triple that recognizes the adenosyl moiety of SAM (Fig. 1a) . Accordingly, metE transcription termination was impaired by IL3b deletion, or by conversion to an A•C-wobble by the Δ153 mutation. By contrast, reduction of the extended sequence flanking IL3b to a GNRA tetraloop had modest changes on T 50 and dynamic range. Retention of a single bulged base in IL3b was sufficient to maintain T 50 and dynamic range, in addition to K D,app , consistent with structural and sequence observations supporting the requirement of a cross-strand IL3a-to-IL3b interaction for SAM binding.
The k-turn was scrutinized next, which resides distant from the SAM-binding pocket in subdomain PK1 (pseudoknot1). K-turns produce sharp bends in the backbone arising from three asymmetrically bulged nucleotides flanked by tandem G•A mismatches (Fig. 1b) [27] . The benchmark for SAM-I k-turn impairment is A20C in the context of the yitJ riboswitch, which decreased K D,app for SAM ~9-fold [28] . The comparable A57C mutation in metE eliminated switching, reflected in both T 50 and the dynamic range. By contrast, the capacity to form alternative tertiary interactions could explain why the nearby A73C variant led to only modest changes in dynamic range and T 50 . Similarly, change of the closing G58•U68 pair to a stronger G-C pair had no effect, nor did changes in the composition of the bulge, consistent with its role as a structural spacer (Fig. 1b) .
K-turn integrity is important because it positions nearby pseudoknot PK-1, whose L2 loop caps stem P2, and forms a long-range contact with J3/4 ( Fig. 1c) in the four-helix junction. This tertiary interaction accounts for why some mutations that disrupt isolated k-turns are suppressed in the context of the SAM-I structure [26] . Notably, disruption of the tandem Watson-Crick pairs central to the yitJ pseudoknot blunts in vitro SAM binding, and in vivo switching [28, 29] . Batey and co-workers demonstrated an analogous double mutant, G64C/ G65C, is similarly disruptive to metE. However, because PK-1 of metE consists of three Watson-Crick pairs and a closing U62•U168 pair, the authors decided to replace the wobble interaction with A-U and G-C pairs, but saw no effect. Instead, disrupting individual Watson-Crick pairs revealed that PK-1 must comprise at least two canonical pairs inclusive of G65-C165, whose disruption abolished switching. Flanking the L2 loop, two G-C pairs of P2b form minor-groove triplexes with conserved J3/4 adenines that strengthen PK-1 (Fig.  1c) . Individual A-to-C mutations raised T 50 , with little effect on dynamic range, suggesting an important role in stabilizing the SAM-bound conformation.
The authors next hypothesized that P2a length (i.e., the helical foundation of L2) might be the cornerstone of PK-1 formation, and hence S-box tuning. Comparative sequence analysis revealed the nine base pair P2a stem of metE as atypical, and a preferred length of eight [17] . Deletion of one metE P2a base pair had little effect, whereas stems of six, seven or ten were intolerable, suggesting only a narrow window of helix lengths is permissible.
In a final set of experiments, the authors explored why IL3b deletion (e.g. Δ153) in metE compromised SAM binding and switching, despite its poor conservation and prior results suggesting IL3b is dispensable for activity in the context of the Tte metF riboswitch [10, 30, 31] . Using their established experimental conditions, the authors validated that a deletion within metF, comparable to metE Δ153, retains significant SAM binding [17] . The authors correctly hypothesized that IL3b ablation by Δ153 can be ameliorated by introduction of compensatory interactions in the distant PK1 subdomain. Accordingly, augmenting WatsonCrick pairing in PK-1 or shortening P2a each restored equilibrium SAM binding, and improved dynamic range, thereby providing specific proof-of-principle examples of tertiary interactions that contribute to riboswitch tuning.
Conclusions and Future Directions
The mechanism by which individual riboswitches are tuned to meet the regulatory needs of associated transcriptional units has remained unclear. Batey and co-workers established that each of four tertiary-structure modules in the metE SAM-I riboswitch tolerates numerous individual variations but exhibits at least one nucleotide or base pair critical for switching, which supports the 'coupled tertiary-interaction network' hypothesis. By analyzing their findings in the context of the regulatory properties and sequences of other S-boxes, they conclude that IL3b and P2a are the principal tuning modules of SAM-I riboswitches. Overall the results help codify our understanding of regulatory RNA structure and function.
Future analysis would benefit from a broader analysis of S-box (and other) riboswitch tertiary-interaction networks and mutations thereof -not only by use of methods described here, but also by in vivo analysis where cooperative folding interactions are enhanced [32] . To develop a molecular level understanding, it would be informative to determine crystal structures of specific mutants, especially those that function synergistically, restoring activity lost by individual variations. Such approaches hold the key to unlocking our understanding of the gateways that control entry into specific biochemical pathways. 
